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*THE PURPOSE OF THIS MAGAZINE
T he Palimpsest, issued monthly by the State 
Historical Society of Iowa, is devoted to the dis­
semination of Iowa History. Supplementing the 
other publications of this Society, it aims to pre­
sent the materials of Iowa History in a form that 
is attractive and a style that is popular in the best 
sense—to the end that the story of our Common­
wealth may be more widely read and cherished.
Benj. F. Shambaugh
THE MEANING OF PALIMPSEST
In early times a palimpsest was a parchment or 
other material from which one or more writings 
had been erased to give room for later records. 
But the erasures were not always complete; and 
so it became the fascinating task of scholars not 
only to translate the later records but also to 
reconstruct the original writings by deciphering 
the dim fragments of letters partly erased and 
partly covered by subsequent texts.
The history of Iowa may be likened to a pal­
impsest which holds the records of successive 
generations. To decipher these records of the 
past, reconstruct them, and tell the stories which 
they contain is the task of those who write history.
P r ic e — 10 cents per copy: $1 per year: free to Members 
A ddress — The State Historical Society, Iowa City, Iowa
The Palimpsest
E D I T E D  BY J O H N  ELY B R I G G S  
Vol . XXIII  Issued in December 1 9 4 2  N o .  12
C O P Y R I G H T  1 9 4 2  BY T H E  S T A T E  H I S T O R I C A L  S O C I E T Y  O F  I O W A
Mennonites in Mount Pleasant
On Monday evening, July 20, 1874, the citizens 
of Mount Pleasant held a special meeting to make 
arrangements for receiving a party of exiled Men- 
nonites who, it was rumored, were soon to visit 
their city. A committee consisting of P. N. Bow­
man, P. T. Twinting, E. W. Farwell, R. Eshel- 
man, and D. I. Holcomb was appointed “to make 
proper arrangements for the reception and enter­
tainment of this worthy and industrious people if 
they conclude to visit this locality”.
A month earlier the Mount Pleasant Free Press 
had reported that inasmuch as a “large number of 
the people known as Mennonites are about to 
emigrate from Russia to this country, of whom 
several thousand will probably settle in Iowa, and 
some we hope in Henry County, there is consider­
able curiosity felt concerning their history and 
doctrines”. The Free Press then went on to en­
lighten its readers on the history of the Mennon- 
ite church. It was believed at that time that
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probably forty thousand of the forty-five thou- 
sand Mennonites in southern Russia would come 
to America during the next few years. Actually 
eighteen thousand came and settled in compact 
communities in western Canada, Minnesota, 
South Dakota, Nebraska, and Kansas.
During the reign of Frederick William II, 
many of the privileges Mennonites had formerly 
enjoyed in Prussia were curtailed. At the same 
time Catherine the Great, searching for good 
farmers to develop the newly acquired lands of 
southern Russia, extended an invitation in 1776 to 
Prussian farmers to move to this undeveloped 
area. During the next few years over six thou­
sand Prussian Mennonites accepted Catherine’s 
invitation.
There in the land of the Czars the Mennonites 
lived in peace for a century. There they built 
prosperous communities, free from molestation. 
There they had their own political institutions and 
their own schools, in which they taught their Ger­
man culture, although nearly all of them were 
Dutch, having migrated to Prussia from Holland 
many years earlier. But in the 1870 s the Russian 
rulers decided to abolish the privileges Catherine 
the Great had granted to the Mennonites, and to 
Russianize all of them. Their schools were to be 
taken away from them, Russian instead of Ger­
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man was to be taught, and military service was to 
be required of them.
Many of the Russian Mennonites hoped that 
the rulers would change their policy. Cornelius 
Jansen, a Mennonite grain merchant serving as 
Prussian consul at Berdyansk, had no confidence 
that the Russian plan would be revoked and urged 
his fellow-churchmen to migrate to America, 
whereupon the Russian government, wishing to 
retain these valuable farmers, ordered Jansen to 
leave the country.
The Jansen family arrived in Quebec in Au­
gust, 1873. From there Cornelius Jansen and his 
oldest son, Peter, came to the United States to 
investigate lands upon which their Russian friends 
might settle. In Washington they met President 
Grant, who was much interested in the proposed 
migration of the Mennonites. Thence they went 
to visit Mennonite leaders in Indiana and Illinois, 
and to explore the country beyond the Mississippi. 
“Early in the spring of 1874,“ wrote Peter Jansen 
in his Memoirs, “Father and I started out again 
and landed in Mt. Pleasant, Iowa, a nice little 
town in the southeastern part of the State. Here 
we found good schools, which was quite an in­
ducement, as Father was anxious for the younger 
children to study English. We rented a nice little 
house“ and soon moved to Iowa.
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Sometime in June, 1874, the Jansen family 
established their home in Mount Pleasant. Cor­
nelius Jansen, a man of culture, moderate wealth, 
and wide experience, soon became a well-known 
and influential individual. It is no cause for won­
der that the citizens of Mount Pleasant were 
anxious to have his friends settle there.
In November of that year Jansen informed the 
citizens of Mount Pleasant that at least one thou­
sand Mennonite families were preparing to leave 
Russia the next spring. The Free Press reported, 
“Mr. J. expects several families of the number to 
locate here, — those possessing means and de­
siring a delightful home. Among these will be 
many of his personal friends. We can assure him 
that to all such our citizens will extend a most 
cordial welcome. Mr. Jansen says that in all his 
travels he has met no town he likes better than Mt. 
Pleasant, no people with whom he is better 
pleased, and he is glad to return to it after his 
travels and labors farther west.”
The coming of the Russian Mennonites was a 
matter of interest to many others. The New York 
Herald had reported in July, speaking of the six 
hundred who had passed through that city, “If 
these are a fair sample of those who are to follow 
we may expect the great body of emigrant Men­
nonites about to come to the United States from
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Russia to rival their brethren in Pennsylvania and 
Maryland and the states of the northwest . . . 
We have had five or six generations of Mennon- 
ites born in this country, and the stock has proved 
so satisfactory that we cannot but receive the new 
supply with a special and hearty welcome.”
So anxious were the frontier States to receive 
them that Kansas, Nebraska, and Minnesota 
passed laws exempting the Mennonites from mili­
tary service. The railroads competed with each 
other in offering inducements to the Mennonites. 
The Santa Fe and the Missouri & Burlington rail­
roads offered them immigrant houses, reduced 
freight rates, gifts, passes, and reduced prices of 
lands. Canada, too, made them flattering offers 
and many thousands accepted.
Although the people of Mount Pleasant were 
disappointed that several thousand Mennonites 
going to Kansas did not stop in Iowa, some of 
Jansen’s friends finally did settle in Mount Pleas­
ant. All of them, however, were his Prussian 
Mennonite friends instead of his Russian neigh­
bors. Late in the evening of July 3, 1876, during 
a heavy rain and thunder storm, a large number 
of Jansen’s friends arrived in Mount Pleasant. 
It must have been very dark at that hour, for 
Peter Dyck wrote in his diary, “We had arrived 
in Mt. Pleasant on July 3, in a heavy downpour
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of rain. It was also a very dark evening and as 
we prepared to go into the station with our lug­
gage, I in this heavy darkness while stepping from 
the train to the platform fell and bruised my shin­
bone, which two days later caused a sore foot. 
However, after applying boiled savory and 
crushed dock, the injury healed after five weeks.”
In August thirty-three more Mennonites came 
to Mount Pleasant and in September eleven oth­
ers. This brought to a close the Mennonite immi­
gration to that city. There were enough for a 
small church with ninety-five members and eleven 
children. At first their Sunday services were held 
in private homes, but later the auditorium in the 
courthouse was used.
The Mount Pleasant Mennonite families had 
decided to settle as a community group and so 
delegations visited different localities in 1876 
searching for a desirable location. The region 
around Storm Lake, Iowa, and areas in Kansas 
and Nebraska were examined, but the scouts had 
difficulty in making a decision. Finally Reverend 
Peter Dyck, who had been on at least two of these 
land-exploring trips, grew tired of waiting and 
bought a farm in Kansas. A few followed him 
and, with the Prussian friends who had not 
stopped in Iowa on the way, they organized a 
Mennonite church near Whitewater, Kansas.
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The larger part of the Mount Pleasant delega­
tion, however, settled near Beatrice, Nebraska, 
the locality favored by Cornelius Jansen and one 
of their young leaders, Aaron Claassen, who was 
interested in becoming Jansen’s son-in-law. Later 
Claassen did marry Miss Jansen, the young lady 
from whose interesting diary some of the notes for 
this article are taken.
The first moving from Mount Pleasant to Ne­
braska took place on November 21, 1876. Elder 
Johann Andreas, Reverend Andreas Penner, J. H. 
Zimmerman, and some of the older and wealthier 
families remained through the winter because of 
the greater comfort found in Mount Pleasant. 
They, however, went on to Beatrice, Nebraska, in 
February, 1877.
During the two years the Jansens lived in 
Mount Pleasant they had many contacts with the 
community. For a time Peter attended Howe’s 
Academy. His sister Helena attended the Young 
Ladies’ Seminary, studying art under Miss Long 
from Burlington. A diary kept by daughter Anna 
reveals that they attended the Presbyterian Sun­
day School and that several of them taught classes 
in the Negro Sunday School. In November, 
1875, the elder Jansen addressed the Mount 
Pleasant Conversational Club, relating the his­
tory of his people, explaining the cause of their
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migration to America, and telling about his expul­
sion from Russia. So interesting was the address 
that the Free Press printed it in six installments.
The Jansen family was grief stricken, however, 
when daughter Margaret died. The members of 
the family remembered for many years how kind 
the people of Mount Pleasant were to them during 
the time of their bereavement. The Free Press 
reported that the funeral was largely attended, 
4‘our citizens showing much sympathy for the 
afflicted family". She was buried in Mount 
Pleasant and members of the family have often 
visited her grave.
The oldest son, Peter Jansen, later became one 
of Nebraska's illustrious citizens. He served in 
the State Senate, was a delegate-at-large to the 
St. Louis convention which nominated McKinley, 
and in 1900 was one of the twelve United States 
commissioners to the Paris World's Fair. He 
was intimately acquainted with most of the Presi­
dents from Grant to Wilson, especially with 
McKinley and Taft. At one time he was offered 
the nomination for Governor of Nebraska but 
refused it because as Governor he might have 
been called upon to enforce the death penalty.
M e l v in  G in g e r ic h
Rickenbacker Wins
The eyes of the automobile racing world were 
on the Sioux City speedway that eventful Fourth 
of July back in 1914. It was for a good reason 
that this two-mile dirt track had gained the atten­
tion of auto-conscious America. Sioux City was 
staging a $25,000 sweepstakes race which had 
attracted some of the most famous drivers in the 
world.
It all started when C. M. WyckofF, local auto­
mobile dealer, went to the Indianapolis 500-mile 
race the previous spring and got the idea for an 
auto race to be held at Sioux City which would 
“be every bit as good as the Indianapolis event.” 
Upon his return he told his plan to S. C. Douglas 
and E. R. Shultz. The three men talked the idea 
over with other businessmen and presently every­
body was preparing for the $25,000 auto sweep- 
stakes which was scheduled for Saturday, July 
4th.
Among the first entries to come in were the 
names of Eddie Rickenbacker, Barney Oldfield, 
and Spencer Wishart. Even the backers of the 
race had not planned on such a famous group of 
drivers entering the race. When it was an­
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nounced that these three world-famous drivers 
would compete, loyal citizens became aware of 
the fact that the Fourth of July race was going to 
make history. Additional bleachers were erected 
for the crowd that would swarm out to the race 
track. Entries continued to flow in and when the 
final day for entering arrived, twenty drivers had 
registered their intent to participate. While the 
managers were busy with their tasks, a crew of 
workmen had started rolling, oiling, and watering 
the Union County two-mile dirt track which was 
located across the Big Sioux River in South 
Dakota.
Interest in the speed carnival was stimulated on 
Tuesday afternoon when three members of the 
Sioux City Automobile Club raced sixteen miles 
on the speedway in stock cars. Win Watson 
won with a Mitchell in 17 minutes and 33 2/5 
seconds. Racing fever really struck Sioux City 
on Wednesday, July 1st, when the drivers began 
the time trials for the 300-mile race. After Dr. 
P. E. Keefe had examined the entrants and their 
mechanics, the time trials were started. During 
the trials each driver was allowed three attempts 
to circle the track in the lowest possible time. An 
entrant had to average seventy miles an hour for 
one lap to qualify. Reward for the fastest time 
was the pole position in the Saturday race.
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The time trials lasted until July 3rd. During 
that time the ‘speed bugs” saw many records 
broken by the daredevil drivers as they roared 
around faster than a mile a minute. Spencer 
Wishart, a New York millionaire and holder of 
many titles, piloted his Mercer car around the 
course in the record-smashing time of 1:26 4/5 
with an average speed of eighty-three miles an 
hour to win the time trials. “Smiling Howdy” 
Wilcox, in his Gray Fox, made the second fastest 
time of 1:27 4/5. Eddie Rickenbacker had pre­
viously qualified with a time of 1:27 1/5 but his 
speed was not recorded as he had entered a differ­
ent car in the main race from the one he had driven 
in the time trials. Barney Oldfield, idol of the 
racing crowd, encountered engine trouble in his 
first time around the track but later made a run of 
1:29 to win a great ovation from the spectators.
Much excitement was provided during the time 
trials when Joe Horan broke a crankshaft while 
going eighty miles an hour. The auto swerved to 
the left and he missed Wishart's racer by “a 
fraction of an inch”. Through skillful driving 
Horan brought the car to a stop without further 
mishap. Billy Chandler and George Babcock 
were both cut by flying clods of dirt which had 
been dislodged by the tires. No serious acci­
dents, however, marred the time trials.
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The feature attraction at the Wednesday trials 
on July 1st was a race between H. A. Wetmore, 
Sioux City entrant, and Matt Savidge, pilot of an 
airplane. At a given signal the pilot swooped 
down over the field in his biplane and began to 
overtake Wetmore in his Chalmers racer. The 
pilot bucked a strong headwind on the back 
straightaway and the car pulled into the lead. It 
was a nip-and-tuck battle but the racer proved its 
mastery by finishing ahead of the plane.
After each driver had taken the track in an 
attempt to make his best speed, the qualifying 
trials were officially closed on Friday, July 3rd. 
No sooner had the cars been driven off the track 
than workmen began preparing the course for the 
long race. They poured five thousand gallons of 
boiling crude oil on the track in order to eliminate 
dust. The crew labored far into the night smooth­
ing and pressing the track with a ten-ton roller.
A crowd of 50,000 was expected at the race 
and the managers had installed a special section 
for a thousand newsmen. Cars from every State 
in the Union were arriving in Sioux City all day 
Friday. They only added to the confusion of the 
great crowds which had been attracted to the 
town by “gasoline fever“. Special trains bearing 
fans arrived throughout the night. Two thousand 
racing fans from Omaha came by train and auto.
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All hotels and rooming houses were sold out the 
night before the race. Many of the visitors slept 
on lawns or pitched their tents on vacant lots. 
Race talk filled the air on that sultry night before 
the big race”. News of the assassination of the 
archduke of Austria at Sarajevo, which started 
the first World War, was completely ignored.
Professional gamblers picked Wishart to win 
the race. One bookmaker, however, was offering 
odds of two hundred to one that a person could 
not select the winner. Betting on the outcome of 
the race was above the $30,000 mark according to 
the Sioux City Journal. The French cars which 
had carried off top honors at the Indianapolis 
500-mile race on Memorial Day were not rated so 
highly on the Sioux City dirt track.
The drivers, in the meantime, were busy ward­
ing off the crowds in a vain attempt to get to their 
hotel rooms in order that they might be in bed by 
ten P. m . Barney Oldfield spent most of his 
time shaking hands with hero-worshipping young­
sters. One of the fans asked the cigar-smoking 
champ how many "stogies” he smoked in a day. 
Barney replied: “I don’t even count ’em any
more, I just buy them by the rope length and keep 
up a continual puff!”
Eddie Rickenbacker, whose headquarters were 
in Des Moines, was a general favorite. He had
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brought his racing cars directly to Sioux City 
from Indianapolis where he had placed tenth. 
Cornered by a reporter and asked to make a com- 
ment concerning the sweepstakes, the man who 
was destined to become premier ace among Amer­
ican pilots in the first World War answered: 
“The motor racing game is in its infancy. I have 
found that money commands the cars and drivers, 
these in turn attract the crowds and the crowds 
bring the money— Sioux City has entered the 
racing game at the right moment.”
Soon the heroes had disappeared but the fans 
continued to fill the hotel lobbies with talk of the 
sweepstakes. The question on everyone’s lips 
was, “Who will win the race?“ Children went to 
bed that night dreaming not of firecrackers and 
skyrockets but of the sleek, powerful machines 
called racers which would be roaring over the 
track the next day.
“The opinion of many is to the effect that the 
people of Sioux City do not really know just how 
big a race is going to be held on the two-mile oval 
July 4” ’, wrote Allen Rankin of the Chicago 
Herald. “To the men connected with the game it 
is different. The clash of stars on the track will be 
the second biggest in the United States. It is so 
little behind Indianapolis that it ranks right along­
side except to the very few. Never in the history
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of dirt track racing has such a field of stars and 
such a field of fast machines been gathered as has 
been named to take the flag from Starter Fred }. 
Wagner the day when roaring and popping ex­
hausts will take the place of fireworks ’.
Cafe owners had ordered the following food 
and drink with the hope that they could partially 
satiate the appetites of speed fans: 100,000 bot­
tles of pop, one dray load of chicken dinners, one 
carload of ice cream, one carload of fruit, 20,000 
packages of “munchers”, five tons of peanuts, 
40,000 buns, and many hundreds of pounds of 
meat.
The first gray streaks of the morning sun sig­
naled the beginning of one of the biggest caravans 
of automobiles ever seen in the Midwest. Thou­
sands of cars chugged into the long string of autos 
that threaded its way over the Big Sioux road and 
into the speedway grounds. The early morning 
crowd which packed the bleachers many hours 
before the race was prepared to spend a glorious 
Fourth watching the speedsters circle the track 
for 300 thrill-packed miles.
Auto pits were bustling with activity as the 
mechanics, drivers, and helpers were busy tuning 
up the motors of the racing cars which were to 
endure a speed of over seventy-five miles an hour 
for approximately four hours.
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Scorecards listed the twenty drivers, and their 
machines, who had qualified for the 300-mile 
sweepstakes race. They were: Gil Anderson
(Stutz), Bob Burman (Peugeot special), George 
Mason (Mason special), Billy Knipper (Del- 
age), W. }. Shrunk (White), Spencer Wishart 
(Mercer), Barney Oldfield (Stutz), Cyrus 
Patschke (Marmon), Mel Stringer (Peugeot), 
Harry Grant (Sunbeam), Ralph Mulford (Peu­
geot), Howard Wilcox (Gray Fox), George 
Babcock (Sunbeam), Eddie Rickenbacker (Dues- 
enberg), Thomas Alley (Duesenberg), H. A. 
Wetmore (Chalmers), Jack Le Cain (Chevrolet), 
Ely Cailloutte (Moon), George Jessop (Chevro­
let), and Billy Chandler (Braender Bulldog).
Just before the race, Starter Fred J. Wagner 
issued a call for Ely Cailloutte, George Jessop, 
and Jack Le Cain who reported to him in a few 
minutes. Wagner reluctantly told the drivers that 
it had been decided that their autos were too slow 
for the rest of the field. Upon hearing this Le 
Cain “wept like a baby” and pleaded with the 
officials, but to no avail.
Shortly before 11:00 A. M. the seventeen autos 
were placed in the positions they had won as a 
result of the time trials during the previous three 
days. At a signal from the starter the racers 
circled the course, with the three fastest cars in
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the first line. The whole group went around the 
track and came down the straightaway slowly, 
maintaining their positions. As they passed the 
judge’s stand, Wagner raised the starting flag. 
The noise of the seventeen powerful motors was 
deafening and the crowd anxiously awaited the 
drop of the flag. An official in the stand waved 
the $25,000 check which the ten winners would 
share. Suddenly Wagner lowered the flag as the 
first three cars went over the starting line. The 
race was on!
“Wild Bob’ Burman immediately seized the 
lead and maintained a substantial margin over his 
closest rival for sixteen laps. Wishart was be­
hind Burman during these first thirty-two miles. 
When “Wild Bob” went to the pits to change a 
tire, Wishart surged into first position. Cyrus 
Patschke and Billy Knipper were staging a fight 
for second place throughout the first fifty miles. 
Behind the leaders were Eddie Rickenbacker and 
Barney Oldfield who were content to bide their 
time, following the pace setters. Accompanying 
Eddie and his mechanic was a small kitten named 
Duzenbacker which slept by his master during 
the race.
At the start of the second hundred miles, Tom 
Alley wrested the lead from Wishart. This was 
the signal for his teammate Rickenbacker to make
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a bid for the Number 1 position and he pressed 
more heavily on the Duesenberg accelerator. A 
Wishart-Rickenbacker duel began as Spencer 
pulled away from his rival on the straightaway 
but was overtaken by Eddie on the turns.
While the leaders were holding the interest of 
the crowd, Ralph Mulford went out of the race 
when his car’s oiling system was damaged. A 
short time later Mel Stringer broke the crankshaft 
of his car while going eighty miles an hour. His 
machine headed for the judges’ stand but Stringer 
managed to halt the Peugeot a few feet from the 
structure.
Spencer Wishart again took the lead when he 
overtook Alley on the seventy-fifth lap. While 
Wishart was forging ahead of Alley, Barney 
Oldfield’s Stutz radiator burst and the champion 
was forced to go to the pits for the remainder of 
the race. A half lap behind Wishart was Ricken- 
backer. Trailing Eddie were Knipper, Patschke, 
and Alley. For approximately one hundred and 
fifty miles “Rick” and Wishart waged a see-saw 
battle. Then, as if from nowhere, Patschke bolted 
past Wishart and the fans went wild. After a 
heated discussion at the judges’ stand, however, 
it was found that Patschke was really in fourth 
place and a lap behind the leaders.
As the race went on, clouds of dust began to
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blanket the stands as the cars churned the track 
at high speeds. The turns were becoming more 
hazardous as the tires skidded and slipped while 
rounding the treacherous curves. Alley was se­
verely burned when gasoline burst into flames 
while he was refueling. The car was not damaged, 
however, and continued with Mulford as relief 
pilot. A few of the drivers who were many miles 
behind the leaders dropped out of the race, but 
they returned when they discovered that they 
still had an opportunity to share in the prize 
money.
Billy Knipper took the lead when Wishart’s 
Mercer was driven to the pits for repairs, but 
Wishart returned after a brief period and recap­
tured his position. Knipper dropped back to third 
place only to return at the beginning of the one- 
hundredth lap to threaten Wishart and Ricken- 
backer again for forty miles. At the end of 121 
laps Knipper withdrew temporarily to the pits 
opposite the grandstands, leaving Wishart and 
Rickenbacker to fight for the position of pace 
maker. The other contestants were far behind. 
Though Knipper returned to the race he could not 
hope to overtake the leaders. Eddie trailed his 
rival by half a lap for a few more miles and then, 
with a burst of speed, zoomed into first place. 
When he rounded the first turn after completing
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the 143rd lap, officials discovered, to their dismay, 
that in reality Rickenbacker was on his 147th lap. 
How the error in scoring occurred was never dis­
covered. Spencer Wishart saw his chances of 
victory quickly vanish but he fought a desperate 
battle in the closing laps. The final "stretch 
drive" was one that brought the crowd to its feet 
as the two drivers took the turns at breakneck 
speed.
To insure his victory, Rickenbacker circled the 
course three additional times. The official starter 
had his checkered flag poised in midair, ready to 
drop it as Eddie came down the straightaway to 
cross the finish line. Bang! went one of his tires 
as the shattered tube burst into the air and pieces 
scattered over the track. Undaunted by the 
blow-out he piloted his auto over the finish line to 
capture the Sioux City sweepstakes!
As soon as the Duesenberg rolled to a stop the 
champion was placed on the shoulders of the 
mechanics and was carried triumphantly from the 
scene of his victory. He had averaged 78.8 miles 
an hour in traveling the three hundred miles in the 
amazing time of three hours, forty-nine minutes 
and two seconds, missing the world s record for 
that distance by thirteen seconds.
The race lasted for an hour after Rickenback- 
er’s finish. And as the crowd slowly filed out of
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the grandstands the judges of the sweepstakes 
decided that further racing was needless. Many 
of the drivers were many laps behind the cars 
which had finished and interest in watching these 
racers had dwindled to indifference. Finally, the 
officials stopped the race and made an agreement 
with the drivers to give them the position they 
held at the time the race was ended. The an­
nounced order of finish was: Rickenbacker, first; 
Wishart, second; Alley and Mulford, third; An­
derson, fourth; Patschke, fifth; Knipper, sixth; 
Wilcox, seventh; Chandler, eighth; Shrunk, 
ninth; and Wetmore, tenth.
A few minutes after the close of the race pro­
tests were filed by Wishart, Charles Erbstein, the 
owner of Patschke’s auto, and H. J. Stutz, the 
owner of Anderson’s car. The three men were 
dissatisfied with the method of scoring and keep­
ing lap records. Following the submission of the 
protests a meeting was held to settle the contro­
versy. For eighteen hours the drivers, owners, 
and officials debated. During that time the judges 
checked the laps and conferred on the scoring 
procedures. Needless to say the matter was 
hotly contested by the drivers who attended the 
session. Wishart believed the judges had miscal­
culated his laps and demanded a recount. Rick­
enbacker fought harder to hold his first place title
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than he did during the race. A careful recheck of 
the records confirmed Wishart’s second place. 
Finally, toward the end of Sunday afternoon, 
the judges accepted a readjustment which Ricken- 
backer had proposed to satisfy the disgruntled 
persons. His teammate Alley, whose race was 
finished by Mulford, was shifted from third to 
sixth, Patschke was moved up from fifth to third, 
and Knipper advanced from sixth to fifth. After 
this adjustment, “Rick” was allowed to keep his 
well-earned first prize of $10,000. Wishart was 
killed seven weeks later in the Elgin National 
Trophy Race.
The racing fans who had witnessed the thrill­
ing Fourth of July sweepstakes at the Sioux City 
track awoke the day after the races with aching 
eyes, caused by dust and glare from the sun. 
Hurried trips to the doctors yielded little relief. 
“Bathe ’em in cold water”, was the unsympa­
thetic advice of physicians who had more patients 
than patience. And so most of the 40,000 who 
had seen the $25,000 sweepstakes went home to 
re-live yesterday’s exciting race — with cold 
damp cloths over their eyes.
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U. S. In fan try , 216, 320, 321 
Erbstein, Charles, protest of, 393 
Eshelman, R„ service of, 373 
Esperance sector (F rance), Douglas 
M acArthur in. 218 
Essev (F rance), attack at. 219 
Estherville News, comment of, on Pearl 
Harbor attack, 44 
Everley. William, activitv of, 2 
Ewing, G. W., bills of. 290 
Ewing. W. G., bills of, 290
Fairfield,
inventor at, 258 
road from. 63
Fairmont (M inn.), Indians at, 133
Farm ers’ and Mechanics’ Benevolent 
Reform Association (M arshall Coun­
ty ), policy of, 262 
Farming,
costs of, 28, 29 
methods of, 233, 234 
Farmington Insurance Company, in ­
corporation of, 67 
Farver, W. B., actions of, 264 
Farwell. E. W., service of, on commit­
tee, 373
Fay, Lewis E., politics of, 265-272 
Fay Brothers, payment of, 271 
Federal government, 
payment of, 297 
promise of, 297 
Feldmann, Frederick Wilhelm, 
birth of, 16
coming of. to America, 16 
daughter of, 16 
death of, 21 
description of, 18, 19 
estate of, 22 
farm of, 16-18 
grave of, 22 
m arriage of, 16 
Feldmann, Marie Sophie, 
money left to. 22 
parents of. 16
Felkner, Elma M., m arriage of, 306 
Felkner, Henry, Representative, 58 
Fell, Mattie, P . E. O. membership of. 92 
Feminist movement, P. E. O. in, 86 
Ferries,
authorization of, 64 
rates on, 64 
Fertilizer, use of, 261 
Field meets, holding of, 310 
Fiftieth Iowa Infan try ,
Haynes, G. C., in. 307 
Haynes, II. C., in, 307, 318 
Fifty-first Iowa Volunteer Infan try . 
A rthur M acArthur commander of, 
210, 211, 217 (see also Third Iowa 
In fan try )
Finch, G rant E., in club, 79, 80 
Fire fighting, improvements in, 274 
Fire-fighting apparatus, display of, 277 
Fire-horse races,
description of, 276, 279 
regulations for, 275 
w inning team of, 281 




Firem en’s Association, State, 
first tournam ent of. 273, 274 
incorporation of, 273 
purpose of, 274
F irst Army Corps School, American, 
account of, 321
First Battalion. 168th U. S. Infantry , 
attack by, 220, 323 
quarters of. 320, 821
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F irst Division, advance of, 219 
F irst Iowa In fan try , men from, 214 
Fish, mention of. 231 
Flammarion (French scientist), 345 
Flax-seed poultices, use of. 304 
Fleming, Jonathan , mail carried by, 
160
Fletcher, John 0 ., invention by, 257 
Flowers, description of, 231 
Floyd River Valley, Sioux in, 136 
Food,
supply of. 229, 287 
sending of, to prisoners, 310 
Football, banquet for players of, 310 
Fort Atkinson, mention of, 291 
Fort Clarke (F ort Dodge), 
change of name of, 124 
establishment of, 124 
Fort Des Moines,
Haynes, G. C., at, 319 
Third Iowa Cavalry at, 4
Fort Dodge (m ilitary post), 
abandonm ent of. 128 
form er name of, 124 
Ind ian  visit to, 125 
Williams, James, at, 125-129 
Williams, William, at, 125-129 
Fort Dodge (tow n),
benefit band concerts at, 56 
first school at. 130 
mail carried to, 47 
population of, in 1854, 130 
T urner family at, 230. 237 
W ahkonsa House in, 131 
Fort Dodge, A Brief Description of, 
quotation from, 111 
Fort Madison,
new charter for, 67 
penitentiary  at, 191, 305-316, 326 
Fort Ridgely (M inn.), W ahkonsa at, 
133
Forty-second Division, commendation 
of. 221, 222 (see also Rainbow D i­
vision)
Foster, Charles, comments of, 27, 31 
Fourth Legislative Assembly, 
compensation to members of, 60 
Council members in, 58 
legislation passed by, 57-69 
organization of, 60, 61 
party  members of, 251 
political lines draw n in, 67, 68 
Representatives in, 57 
session of, 242
Fourth of July, celebration of, at Van- 
dalia, 165, 166 
Fox. Philip,
activities of, 352, 353 
comment hy, 340, 358 
w ritings of, 346
Foxes (In d ian s), predicam ent of, 287 
(see also Sauk and Fox Ind ians) 
Fram e house, building of, 233
France,
battles in, 307 
Haynes. G. O., in, 321-329 
Fred and Mack (Des Moines fire 
team ), position of. 276 
Frederick William I I ,  reign of, 374 
Fred Lorenz (steam boat), p ira tes’ 
booty on, 187, 188 
Free Press (M ount P leasan t),
Jan sen ’s, Cornelius, address in, 380 
mention of, 373 
report of, 376
French government, citation from, 326 
From Ship to Shore, by J acob A. 
S w i s h e r , 145-157
Frontier, doctors on, 298 (see also P io­
neers)
F ron tier Guards, organization of, in 
Sioux City, 136-138 (see also Sioux 
City F rontier G uards)
Fruit,
names of. 231, 232 
purchase of, 314
F ru it farm, in Monroe County, 179
Fuller. W. S.. mention of, 22
Fuller, William E., activities of, 74, 78,
79
Furlough, length of, 318
Gage, Frances D., comment of, 31, 32 
Gamage, Clara, in P. E. O., 92 
Gambling, a t auto race, 385 
Gammons, John, club membership of,
80
Gas attacks, frequency of, 323 
Gas engine, mention of. 255 
Gardner, Stephen B., affidavit of. 69 
Garretson, Isaac H., patent of, 255 
Garretson, John G., loom improvement 
by. 255
Gault, Lieutenant, mention of, 321 
Geese, mention of, 231 
Gem of the West, The, by T homas  E. 
T w e it o . 26-32
George and Dick (D avenport fire 
team ), race of, 276, 280 
Gordon, Charles, 
in ju ry  of, 322 
medal bestowed on, 322 
Germans, assault by, 322, 323 
Germany,
Haynes, G. C., in. 329 
war with, 307, 319
Giggleswick (E ngland), expedition to. 
345
Gillespie, G. W. O., invention of, 254 
Gilman. “ Nigger Pete” in, 204-208 
Gi n g e r i c h , Me l v i n . Mennonites in 
Mount Pleasant, 373-380 
Gladbrook Tama Northern, comment 
of. on w ar spirit, 45 
Gondrecourt (F rance), officers train ing 
school at. 321
Good Roads Association. Iowa (see 
Iowa Good Roads Association)
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Good Soldier, A, by J acob A. Swish­
er. 317-329
“ Good time” , system of, 310 
Gophers, bounties for. 237 
Gorham, Henry, medical practice of, 
167
Governor (Iow a), salary of, 249 
Governor (N ebr.), Peter Jansen of­
fered nomination for, 380 
Governor’s Island, 
location of, 320 
Second Battalion sent to, 215 
troops sent to, 320
Graduate students, research of, 312, 
313
Graham, Charles, mention of, 25 
Graham, James R., incident concern­
ing, 25
Grandma'8 Wooden Sow, bv H azel B.
T eraberry , 175, 176 
Grant, H arry, car of, 388 
Grant, James, 
bill of, 243 
mention of, 58 
Grant, Ulysses S.,
interest of, in Mennonites, 375 
Jansen’s, Peter, acquaintance with, 
380
signature of, 230 
Grapes, wild, mention of, 231 
Grasshoppers, hardships due to, 233 
Gray, Thomas J., Distinguished Ser­
vice Cross awarded to, 199 
Gray Fox, racing car, 383, 388 
Green, “ Clark” , store of, 17 
Green, Johnny, mention of, 117 
Green, Thomas L., activities of, 74, 77 
Greene, George, Council service of, 58 
Grinnell, Josiah B., comment of, on 
settlement, 27
Grinnell College,
football game with, 339 
president emeritus of. 349 
Guns, improvement of, 256 
Gustavus Adolphus College (St. Peter, 
M inn.), mention of, 105 
Guthrie, Edwin,
coming of, to Iowa, 191 
county named for, 191 
death of, 191
military service of, 190, 191 
warden of Iowa penitentiary, 191
H. A. L. Club (see Historical L iterary 
Club. West Union)
Hale. Charles, 
injury to, 55, 56
mail carrying experience of, 47-56 
Hall, James, Council service of, 58 
Hall, Mabel (Mrs. Eugene B. Ely), 
residence of, 154
H all , R eev es , Richenbacker Wing, 
381-394
Hall, T. W., 
mention of, 269 
office of. 264
Hall. W. Earl, comment of, on peace, 
46
Hamilton, Byron W., Distinguished 
Service Cross awarded to, 199 
Hamilton, Charles K., aviator, 155 
Hamilton, S. C., office of. 264 
Hancock, H. P., 
home of, 73, 75 
law practice of, 73, 74 
membership of. in H. A. L., 73, 76, 
77
H anner, Henry, white lead process of, 
258
H arbin. Emma, in P. E. O., 92 
Hardfish (Ind ian  chief), 
band of, 295 
opposition of, 288 
speech of, 293 
terms offered by, 296 
H arper, Marion Dunlap, paintings of, 
97
H arrington, Emma (Mrs. Nathan D.
Ely), residence of. 153 
H arrison, William Henry, 240 
H art, Claude V.. Distinguished Service 
Cross awarded to. 199 
Harvey, John L., invention of, 258 
Haskell, A. E., work of, 56 
Hastings, Serranus C., 
bill of. 243
Council service of, 58 
Swan, C.. defended by, 68, 69 
Hatfield family, mention of. 169 
Haute-M arne country (F rance), U. S.
troops in, 321 
Hawaii, attack on, 34-46 
Haworth, Beriah, mention of, 63 
Hay, Merle D., death of, 197 
Hayes. Ed,
legal services of, 166 
mention of, 172 
Hayes, John, activities of, 172 
Hayes family, mention of, 169 
Haynes, Bess, brother of, 306 
Haynes, Eugene Gassitt, 
children of, 305, 306 
education of, 306 
injury of, 317 
m arriage of, 306 
military service of, 306, 317 
vocation of, 306 
H a y n e s . F red E.,
Warden Haynes, 305-316 
Warden’s Theories, The, 330-336 
Haynes, Glenn Clinton, 
administration of, 305 
birth of. 305, 306 
criticism of, 309 
death of. 305
Distinguished Service Cross aw ard­
ed to. 199, 329 
education of, 306
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father of, 305 
in jury  to, 321 
m arriage of. 306 
medals awarded to, 326 
messages of, 322, 323, 330-335 
m ilitary career of, 307, 317-329 
newspaper opposition to, 309 
party  affiliation of, 308 
penological experience of, 305 
po rtra it of. facing 305 
postal service of. 306 
prison reforms of, 309-316 
promotion of, 325, 329 
respect of prisoners for, 310. 316, 
336
theories of, 330-336 
warden, 305-316, 317, 330-336 
Haynes, H enry 0., 
brother of, 306, 317 
m ilitary service of, 307, 317, 318 
Health, of soldiers, 318 
H eating apparatus, experiments on, 
258
Hebard, Alfred,
claims investigated by, 290 
Representative, 57 
Hedge row wheat, growing of, 261 
Hedges, D. T., mention of. 142 
Heidelberg, University of, teacher at, 
345
Hengstenberg, August, patent of. 258 
H enry County,
Mennonites in, 373 
vote of. on convention, 250 
Henryson, Lars, son of, 298 
Hepner, George, Representative, 57 
Herbs. uses for, 237 
Heroism, examples of, 189-203 
H erring, Clyde L., 
appointm ent by, 309 
Haynes, G. C., commissioned by, 308 
H ic k m a n , C. Ad d iso n , Sioux City 
Frontier Guards, 136-144 
Hicks, S., claim of, 54 
Higginson, Samuel P., Representative. 
58
Hill 288, capture of, 220, 222 
Historical and L iterary  Club (West 
U nion),
discussions of, 77-79, 82, 83 
fiftieth anniversary of, 79, 80 
founding of, 73, 75 
meetings of, 73, 76 
members of, 73, 74, 76, 77, 80, 81 
minutes of, 77 
purposes of, 76 
social features of. 83, 84 
Historical Duties (Comment), by J o h n  
E ly B rig g s , 70-72 
Hiteman,
fru it farm at, 177, 179 
lawless characters in, 182, 183 
Hogs, breeds of, 260 
Holcomb. D. I., service of, 373 
Holidays, entertainm ent on, 310
Holliday, Samuel, Representative, 57 
Holmes, Gladys, activity of, during 
Pearl H arbor attack, 35 
Holy, John, mention of, 171 
H oly , T. 0., J. I. Cavett of Vandalia, 
158-174
Homer, John, affidavit of, 69 
Homesteaders, life of, 232-235 
Homesteads, entry for, 230 
Hommes 40 —  Chevaux 8, 321 
Horan, Joe, accident to. 383 
Horse races, account of. 274 
Horseshoeing, tools for, 302 
H orticultural society, formation of, 262 
H ostetter’s B itters, mention of, 304 
H ourine family, mention of, 169 
House of Representatives, 
bill introduced in, 243 
meeting of, 242
Howe’s Academy, P eter Jansen at, 379 
Hubbard, A. W., activity of, 136 
Hughes, H arvey T., experiment of, 258 
Hull, C. C., divorce bill of, 65, 66 
Hull, Nicey, divorce bill of, 65, 66 
Humboldt Republican, comment of, on 
Japanese, 43
H unt. George, Ind ian  trader, 294 
H unting, lack of success in, 287 
H unting  grounds, selling of, 289-297
I. C. Sorosis,
change of, to Pi Beta Phi, 92 
founding of, a t Iowa Wesleyan, 91 
founding of, at Monmouth, 91 
rivalry of, with P. E. O., 91, 92 
Ida  Grove, Sioux activities at, 140 
Imm igration, description of, 27 
Independence Conservative, quotation 
from, on Pearl H arbor. 35 
Indian Cession of 1842, The, by J o h n  
E ly B riggs , 287-297 
Ind ian  children, relations of, with 
white children, 127, 128 
Ind ian  land cession,
proposal for, 289, 291, 292 
treaty council on, 290-297 
Indian  traders, claims of, 289 
Ind ian  treaty  of 1851, signer of, 126 
Indianapolis ( In d .) , auto races at, 
381, 385
Ind ians (see also various tribes), 
council with, 290-297 
land cession of, 287-297 
protection against, 136-144 
relations of. with white settlers, 130 
strife among, 288 
tribes of, 287
Industria l School, work of Ella Stew­
art in, 88
Ingham, William H., explorations by, 
in northw est Iowa, 131, 132 
Inkpaduta (Ind ian  chief), 
character of, 122 
holding of, as hostage, 126 
leadership of, 123
INDEX 407
Insurance companies, incorporation of, 
in 1842. 66, 67 
Interpreter, service of, 291 
Invention and Progress, by P h i l i p  D.
J ordan , 253-263 
Inventions,
patents on, 254-263 
types of, 254-258 
Inventors, in Iowa, 254-263 
Iowa,
commissioner of, 282 
description of, in 1850’s, 26-32 
early Governors of, 241, 242 
immigration to, 27, 28 
industrial opportunities of, 30, 31 
inventors in, 254-263 
Mennonite settlement in, 373 
population of, in 1847, 253 
response of, to war effort, 44, 45 
Iowa, Territory of, debate on, 241 
Iowa Anecdote, An:
Grandma’s Woodeyi Sow, by H azel 
B. T eraberry , 175, 176 
Right Smart Hostilry, A, by T. A, 
B e r e m a n , 239, 240 
Two Greeks, by W alter  E. K alou- 
p e k , 24. 25
Iowa Capitol Reporter (Iowa City), 
editor of, 247 
extra of, 249 
reprin t in. 248 
Iowa City,
capitol at, 242 
description of, 60 
incorporation of, 67 
inventor of, 257 
P. E. O, chapter in, 93 
Iowa City Mechanics’ Mutual Aid As­
sociation. incorporation of, 66 
Iowa City-Prairie du Chien road, 64 
Iowa City Press-Oitizen, comment of, 
on World W ar I I ,  41, 42 
Iowa City Standard, 
political change of, 246 
Whig speech in. 245 
Iowa College Presidents Association, 
D. W. Morehouse member of, 344 
Iowa Defense Day, designation of, 36 
Iowa Departm ent of American Legion 
(see American Legion, Iowa D epart­
ment)
Iowa Good Roads Association, 
campaign of, 308 
Haynes’, G. C., office in, 308 
result of, 308 
Iowa River,
mention of. 291, 294 
surveys along, 113
Iowa Standard (Iowa City), vote re ­
port of, 250
Iowa State Academy of Science, D. W.
Morehouse member of, 342 
Iowa troops,
fighting of, 216-223
M acArthur with, 209-223 
tra in ing  of, 216 
Iowa Wesleyan College,
P. E. O. beginnings at, 85 
P. E. O. Memorial L ibrary at, 96, 97 
Ioway Indians, visit of, 287 
Irish  Grazer cattle, mention of, 260 
Island Pond (V t.), expedition to, 345 
Isolationism, comment on, in Iowa, 46
Jack, Frances E., P. E. O. Begin­
nings, 85-98
Jack and Jack (Des Moines fire team ), 
position of, 276 
racing time of, 280 
Jackson County, 
ferries in, 64
vote of, on convention, 251 
Jacksonville (F la .), 
m ilitary camp at, 307 
train ing  at. 318 
Jansen, Anna, 
diary of, 379 
m arriage of, 379 
Jansen, Cornelius, 
address by, 379, 380 
advice of, 375 
children of, 379 
emigration of, 375 
location of, 379
Jansen, Helena, school attendance of, 
379
Jansen, M argaret, burial of, 380 
Jansen, Peter, 
book by, 375 
political service of, 380 
school attendance of, 379 
visit of, to Iowa, 375 
Jansen family,
arrival of, in America, 375 
new home of, 376 
Jefferson County,
reports of farmers from, 259 
vote of, on convention, 251 
Jessop, George, 
car of, 388
disqualification of, 388 
J ohnson, J ack T., Election of 1842, 
The, 241-252
Johnson, James, address by, 9 
Johnson, Mrs. Ju lia  A., 
homestead entered by, 230 
mention of. 229, 23Ö 
Johnson, Lawrence, school attended bv, 
103, 105
Johnson, Lillias, journey of, 230 
Johnson County, 
candidates in, 247 
soldiers from, 282 
vote of, on convention, 250 
Whigs in, 247
Johnsons (Monroe Countv), reputation 
of, 182-184
Johnston, Ed., Council service of, 58 
Johnstone, Edward, reply of, 259
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Joliet (111.), resident of, 371 
Jones, Benjam in S., m ilitary command 
of, 4
Jones County,
T u rner family arrives in, 229 
vote of, on convention, 250 
J ordan , P h i l i p  D., Invention and 
Progress, 253-263 
Joshpaduta (In d ia n ) ,
attitude of, tow ard white people, 
129, 130
p a rt of, in S p irit Lake Massacre, 
132, 133
Judges of elections, duties of, 244
K a l o u p e k , W a l t e r  E., T wo Creeks, 
24. 25
Kaltenbach, Luther, Congressional 
Medal of Honor aw arded to, 196 
Kalvig, Jacob, mention of, 304 
Kanesville,
farm er from. 261
Mormon battalion recruited at, 190 
Kansas,
Mennonites in, 374, 377, 378 
m ilitary service not required in, 377 
Karolussen, Mrs. K ristian, nursing  by, 
299
Kasson, John A., speech by, 9 
Kaufm an, Emma, in P . E .0 ., 92 
Kee, Mr., activities of. 185 
Keefe, P . E., en tran ts examined by, 
382
Keller, Benjamin, 
army clothing of, 14 
ballads composed by, 13 
biographical data on, 2, 3 
Civil W ar diary of, 3-15 
daughter of, 7, 8 
discharge of, from army, 14 
m arriage of, 3
Keller, Mrs. Benjam in (see Talley, 
Sarah E .)
Keller, Rosa, b irth  of, 7. 8 
Kellogg, George M., prediction of, 280 
Keokuk (Ind ian  chief), 
diplomacy of. 295 
fraud  charged against, 288 
mention of, 291 
rivalry of, 288 
terms offered to, 296 
Keokuk, H enry Clay Dean in, 224-228 
Keosauqua,
incorporation of, 67 
P. E. O. chapter in, 93 
Kilpatrick. Ella, P . E. O. membership 
of, 92. 93
King, Ezra, loom improvement of. 255 
King, Obed, loom improvement of, 255 
K irkpatrick, J . S., Council service of, 
58
Kirkwood, Samuel J.,
action of, as Governor, 136, 137 
appointm ent by, 282 
Kishkekosh (Ind ian  chief), 291
Kitchen, Carson, practice of, 167 
Knipper, Billy, race of, 388-394 
Knoepfler, J .  B„ activities of, 74 
Knutson, Anna (see Knutson, Mrs. 
Kjetil)
Knutson, Mrs. Kjetil, nursing  by, 298 
Kossuth County A gricultural Society, 
organization of, 262 
Kriemhilde Stellung (F rance), attack 
at. 219, 220, 222
La Croix Rouge Farm, F irs t Battalion 
at, 323
La Crosse (W is.), “pirates” at, 185 
Lake Geneva (W is.), D. W. Morehouse 
at, 352
Lakin, W. B., activities of, 74, 77 
Lambert, E. E., message of, 318, 319 
Lampman. Roy. activity of. 23 
Land, productivity of, 29, 30 
Latham, Jam es W., services of, 7 
Lathes, designs of, 257 
Lawes, Lewis E., comment of, 314 
Le Cain, Jack, 
car of, 388
disqualification of. 388 
Le Claire. Antoine, in terpreter, 291 
Lee, Dr. D., statem ent by, 259 
Lee County, 
ferry  in, 64
reports of farm ers from, 259 
vote of, on convention, 250 
Lefller, Isaac, Representative, 57 
Leffler, Shepherd. Council service of, 
58
Legislation in 1842, by J acob A. 
Sw i s h e r , 57-69
Le H avre (F rance), 168th U. S. In fa n ­
try  at, 216, 321
Leisenring, Joe, photographs by, 97 
Le Mars Sentinel, comment of, on 
World W ar I I ,  38
Lepley, Jam es B„ Distinguished Ser­
vice Cross awarded to, 199, 200 
Lewis, W arner, 
office of, 61 
Representative, 58 
L ibrary books, money for, 314 
Life in the Army, by H om er  L. Ca l ­
k i n , 1-15
Lightning bugs, mention of, 232 
Lincoln, Abraham, service for, 8 
Lingle, Thomas, mill of, 63 
Linn Countv, vote of, on convention, 
251
Linn County Agricultural and Mechan­
ical Society, organization of, 262 
L iterary  institutions, incorporation of, 
in 1842, 66
L iterary  societies, popularity of, in 
Iowa, 111, 112 
Litster, T. J., office of, 264 
Little Crow (In d ian ), massacre carried 
out by. 144
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Little Sioux Valiev, Sioux activities in, 
136, 139, 140
Liverpool (E ngland), 168th U. S. I n ­
fantry at, 215, 320 
Lizard Creek,
fort at mouth of, 124 
mention of, 232
Sioux Indians along, 123, 124, 129 
London Times, interview in, 345 
Long. Miss, teaching of. 379 
Loom, improvements of. 255 
Lorraine sector (F rance), attack on, 
218, 322
Lost Grove, mention of, 52, 53 
Lott, Henry,
cabin home of, 113 
fu r trade of, 113 
Indian raid on home of, 124 
Indians killed by. 129 
trade of. with Indians. 113 
trouble of. with Sioux, 114-120 
Lott, Mrs. Henry, 
burial of, 119 
experiences of, 115-119 
Lott, Milton, 
burial of. 119 
death of, 118
m arker at grave of, 119, 120 
Lotus, mention of, 231 
Lou and Herb (Council Bluffs fire 
team ),
position of, 276 
racing time of, 279
Louisa County, vote of, on convention, 
251
Lucas, O. L., activity of, 119 
Lucas, Robert, 
mention of, 248 
message of. 241, 242 
Lumber, hauling of, 233 
Luther College, loyalty message of, to 
President Roosevelt, 45 
Lyons, consolidation of, 265
MacArthur, A rthur ( I ) ,  offices of, 209 
MacArthur, A rthur ( I I ) ,
Congressional Medal of Honor to, 
210
military career of, 209, 210, 217 
MacArthur, Douglas, 
birthplace of, 209 
courage of. 217, 221 
Croix de Guerre awarded to, 217, 
218
Distinguished Service Cross aw ard­
ed to, 217. 218 
fighting of, 218, 219, 220 
gas poisoning of, 218 
part of, in Rainbow Division, 320 
picture of, facing 209 
praise of, 223 
promotion of. 218
MacArthur and Iowa Troops, by J acob 
A. Sw is h e r , 209-223 
McCormack. Charles F., 19, 20
McCoy, Jay. mention of, 168 
McCready, Daniel, report of, 260 
McCulloch, E. S.. Representative, 57 
McDaid, George D., mediation by, 270 
McGregor,
p irates’ activities at, 185-188 
School of Wild Life at, 346 
Machine Gun Company, orders to, 322 
Machines,
for cutting pasteboard, 257 
for making clothespins, 257 
McKendree, “Judge” , home of, 10 
McKinley, William, Peter Jansen 
friend of. 380
McLeran, Mrs. Emily, mention of, 19 
MacNider, Hanford, 
heroic acts of. 200 
honors awarded to. 200 
Macrae, Donald, Distinguished Service 
Medal awarded to. 201 
Madden, M. D„ 
mention of. 272 
office of, 264
Madrid, Indian  episode at, 117 
Madrid Historical Society, m arker 
placed by, 120 
Magazines,
money for, 314 
publication of, 311 
Mail bag,
design of, 257 
treatm ent of. 257 
Mail carriers,
experiences of, 47-56 
names of, 160
Mail service, “star route” in. 160, 161 
Mail Was Late, The, by H arold D. 
P e t e r s o n , 47-56
Mankato (M inn.), D. W. Morehouse at, 
338
Mann. Alice, comment of, on Iowa soil, 
30
Mann, William A,, Rainbow Division 
approved by. 213
Marion, volunteer company of, 277 
Marion County,
report of farm ers from, 259 
sheep-raising in, 261
Marmaduke, John S., capture of, 6 
Marmon, racing car, 388 
M arne River, battle at, 218 
Mars. J . C., aviator, 155 
Marshall County, association in, 262 
Marshalltown Times-Republican, com­
ment of, on American troops, 40, 41 
Martin, Henry, captain of frontier 
guards, 134
M artin, James P., activity of, 22 
Martinsville (L a .), mention of, 283 
Maryland, Mennonites in, 377 
Mason, George, racing car of, 388 
Mason, D. W. Morehouse as a, 346 
Mason City, G. C. Haynes’ work in, 308
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Mason City Globe-Gazette,
comment of, on Pearl H arbor attack, 
37
comment of, on World W ar I I ,  42, 43 
Mason special, racing car, 388 
Matheson (Colo.), expedition to, 345 
Means family, mention of. 169 
Mechanics’ In stitu te  of Dubuque, in ­
corporation of, 66
Mechanics’ M utual Aid Association of 
Iowa Citv, incorporation of, 66 
Medals, giving of, to chiefs, 296 
Medical care, pioneer, 298-304 
Medicinal herbs, 237 
Medicines, patents on, 304 
M editerranean wheat, effect of cold on, 
261
Meltvedt, Mrs. Catherine Knutson, 
description of. 299, 300 
sickness of, 300 
Melvin, P. J ., office of, 272 
Memoirs, P e ter Jan sen ’s book of, 375 
Mennonites,
church of. 373-375, 378 
emigration of, 373-377 
in M ount Pleasant, 373, 378 
life of, in Russia, 374, 375 
removal of, 379 
schools of, 374, 375 
story of, 373-380
Mennonites in Mount Pleasant, by 
M e l v in  Gi n o e r i c h , 373-380  
Men’s study club (see Historical and 
L iterary  Club. W est Union)
Mental tests, taking of, 312 
“ Mentzers, B. F .” (fire company), 
exhibitions of, 278 
prize won by, 277 
uniforms of, 277 
Mercer, racing car, 383, 388 
Merino sheep, popularity of, 260 
M erritt, D arw in R., heroism of, 196, 
197
Meuse-Argonne (F rance), 
attack at, 219 
mention of. 328
Mexican border, trouble on, 319 
Mexican W ar,
Iowa company in, 190, 191 
Iowa heroes in, 190 
M ilitary band, music by, 314 
M ilitary road, legislation on. 63 
M ilitary service, laws on, 377 
Militia B ureau, Chief of, 213 
Milky Way, study of, 353 
Millard, Andrew J., activity of, 138, 
143
Miller, George, 
activity of, 172 
grandson of, 160 
preaching by, 160
Miller, Jam es P., Congressional Medal 
awarded to, 196
Mills, O. A., inventions of, 257
Mills, Frederick D., 
county named for, 191 
death of, 191
m ilitary service of, 190, 191 
name of, on heroes’ tablet, 191 
Mills,
mention of, 256 
roads built to, 63, 64 
Milton Lott Tragedy, The, by J o h n  
E ly B rig g s , 113-120  
Minerals, mention of, 293, 295 
Mink, trapping  of, 232 
Minnesota,
M ennonite settlement in, 374 
m ilitary service not required in, 377 
M issionary Ridge (T enn.), battle at, 
210
Mississippi Pirates, by T homas  E.
T w e i t o , 185-188 
Mississippi River, 
ferries on, 64
M ark Tw ain’s book on, 224 
mention of, 375 
thieves on, 185-188 
Missouri, mention of, 293 
Missouri & Burlington Railroad, offers 
of, 377
Mitchell. James, patents of, 258 
Mitchell, racing car, 382 
Moon, racing car, 388 
Morehouse, Charles, mention of, 341 
Morehouse. Daniel W alter, 
address by, 342, 367. 368 
avocation of, 370 
biographical sketch of, 337-350 
b irth  of, 338 
character of, 347 
comet discovered by, 351-358 
death of, 349 
medal awarded to, 358 
membership of, in learned societies, 
342
picture of, facing 346 
student of, 371 
visions of, 359. 362
Morehouse, Daniel Walter, by B en  
H ur  W il s o n , 337-350  
Morehouse, Mrs. Daniel Walter, 
mention of, 341 
message received by. 349 
Morehouse, Frances, mention of, 341 
Morehouse, Vega, mention of, 341 
Morehouse Comet,
description of. 354-358 
discovery of, 341, 344, 351-358 
Morehouse Comet, The, by B e n  H ur 
W i l s o n , 351-358 
Moeszinger, L. C., 
mention of. 272 
office of. 264
Moffett, W. A., quotation from, 157 
Monroe County, fru it farm  in, 179 
Monticello, journey to, 229, 230 
Mo n t z h e im e r . O. H., Old Dutch Fred, 
16-23
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Moore, Robert Brice, honors to, 203 
Morgan, James M., Representative, 57 
Morgan City (L a.), 
mention of, 282
selection of, as capital site. 164 
Mormon Battalion, recruiting of, 190 
Mosquitoes, difficulties due to, 232 
Moss, James K . Representative, 57 
Moulton, Dr. Forest Rav, address bv, 
357, 367
Moulton, P. E. O. chapter in, 93 
Mount Pleasant,
incorporation of. 67 
Jansen, M argaret, buried at, 380 
Jansens at, 375 
Mennonites in. 373-380 
mention of. 239 
P. E. O. beginnings at. 85 
P. E. O. home in. 97, 98 
special meeting held at, 373 
Mount Pleasant Conversational Club, 
address at, 379, 380 
Mount Pleasant Free Press, report of, 
373
Mount Pleasant Literary Institu te, in ­
corporation of, 66
Mount Vernon, assistant postmaster at, 
307
Mouton, Governor, plantation of, 283 
Mulford, Ralph, 
accident of, 390 
car of, 388 
race of, 388-394 
Mulligan. James, activities of, 74 
Municipal Observatory, The, bv B en  
H ur W il s o n , 359-369 
Murray, Archibald, death of. 22 
Murray, Henry, affidavit of, 69 
Muscatine,
Civil W ar soldier from, 194 
inventor in. 258 
prize won by, 277 
Williams, Joseph, at, 125 
Muscatine County, 
ferry in, 64
representatives from, 248 
vote of, on convention, 250 
Muscatine Grand Armv Post, naming 
of, 194
Muscatine Journal, comment of, on 
Pearl H arbor attack, 37 
Music, money for, 314 
Muskrat Slough, mention of, 230 
Muskrats, trapping of, 232. 237
Napiers (Monroe County), reputation 
t of. 182, 183
National defense, prisoners’ part in, 
312
National D istribution Act, 
effect of, 243 
provisions of. 243 
National Guard.
Haynes’, G. O.. service in, 307, 308, 
318. 319, 329
reorganization of, 329 
World W ar service of, 212. 213 
214. 320
Naval aviation, pioneering in, 145-157 
Nebraska,
Mennonites in, 374, 378 
military service not required in, 377 
Nebraska State Senate, Peter Jansen 
in, 380
Negro Sunday School, Jansen children 
in, 379
Nelson, Captain, on steamboat, 187 
Nelson, Bernard, Distinguished Ser­
vice Cross awarded to. 199 
Nelson, Oscar B„ Distinguished Ser­
vice Cross awarded to, 199 
New Iberia (L a.).
regim ent located near. 282 
transportation to. 282 
New London, road through, 63 
New Orleans (L a .), 
commissioner at, 285 
transportation to, 282 
New Ulm (M inn.), Indian massacre at, 
144
New York,
m ilitary camp in. 320 
National Guard in, 212 
New York Herald, report of, 376. 377 
Newberry, Byron W., law practice of, 
7 4
Newspapers.
early editions of, 245, 246, 247, 248 
partisanship of. 265 
"Nigger Pete” , story of, 204-208 (see 
also Rice. Peter)
Nightshade berry, use of, 231 
Noble, John W.. service of. 4, 9 




likeness of, on Soldiers and Sailors 
Monument, 194 
Norris, A. M., practice of, 167 
North Central Association of Colleges 
and Secondary Schools, officer of, 
344
North W estern Stage Company, 
driver for, 47 
superintendent of. 56
Northern Iowa Border Brigade, organ­
ization of, 144
Northwest Iowa,
explorations in, by W. H. Ingham, 
131, 132
protection against Indians in, 136- 
144
Northwestern Christian College (Excel­
sior, M inn.), D. W. Morehouse at, 
338
Norwegians,
care of sick by. 298-304 
settlement of. 298
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Nurses, scarcity of, 298 
Nursing, methods of, 298-304
O’Brien, county seat, 17 
O 'Brien County, homestead in, 16-18 
Oehvein Daily Register, comment of, on 
P earl H arbor attack, 40 
Ogilvie, Lizzie, in P. E. O., 93 
Old Dutch Fred, by O. H . Mo n tz- 
h e i m e r , 16-23 
Oldfield, Barney, 
accident of, 390 
adm irers of, 385 
race of, 381, 388-390 
Ol l i v i e r , L ois  Ma r ie , Berries for 
Sale, 177-184
Olney, Stephen B., occupation of, 54 
Omaha (N ebr.), racing fans from, 385 
One H undred and Sixty-eighth United 
States In fan try , 
formation of, 320 
front line service of, 220 
Haynes. G. &, in, 307 
M acArtnur, Douglas, commander of, 
210, 218-223
One H undred and Sixty-seventh U nit­
ed States In fan try , inclusion of, in 
Eighty-fourth Brigade, 218 
Orchestra, music of, 314 
Ord, E. O. 0., notification of, 284 
Osage Press, comment of, on Pearl 
H arbor attack, 38 
Osceola, inventor at, 258 
Osmond, Mary, editorial work of, 94, 
95
Ottumwa, P. E. O. chapter in, 93 
Ourcq River, advance to, 323 
O verturf, Simon, mention of, 25 
Oxen, driving of, 230
Pack and Pack (Red Oak fire team ), 
position of, 276 
racing time of, 279
Paddy and Prince (Sioux City fire 
team ),
position of, 276 
victory of, 280 
world’s record of, 275 
Pain Killer, mention of, 304 
Painted Rocks, as landm ark, 294 
Palmer, King R., club membership of, 
80
Pannes (F rance), attack at, 219 
Parade, spectacle of, 277 
P aris  (F rance), D. W. Morehouse in, 
345
P aris  W orld’s Fair, Peter Jansen com­
missioner to, 380
Parish , John C., election summarized 
by, 251
Parker, Ephraim , invention of, 257 
Parker, Jonathan W„
Council service of, 58 
office of, 61
Parm er, L. D., mention of, 143
Parole, G. C. H aynes’ attitude on, 336 
Pashepaho (Ind ian  chief), 
mention of, 291 
terms offered by. 296 
P a t and Bob (Clinton fire team ), posi­
tion of. 276
P aten t Office. United States,
interest of, in agricultural affairs, 
258, 259 
reports of, 253 
Patents,
applications for, 254-258 
law on, 253
Patschke, Cyrus, race of, 388-394 
Patterson, William, Representative, 57 
Payroll, Clinton, authorization of, 267 
Pea, Jacob, mention of, 117 
Pea, John, activity of, 117, 119 
Pearl H arbor, reaction of Iowa editors 
to attack on, 36-46 
Pearson, Clement, mention of, 88 
Pearson, Suela (Mrs. W. A. Penfield), 
biographical sketch of, 88 
description of. 88 
m arriage of, 88 
P. E. O. founded by, 85 
picture of, facing 96 
P ea 's Point, settlement of; 113, 117 
Pease, Liberty, Distinguished Service 
Cross awarded to, 199 
Peck, Sanford L., activity of, as pirate 
hunter, 185, 186
Peebles, W. W.. club membership of, 79 
Pendleton. Isaac, shooting of, 140 
Penfield, W. A., mention of, 88 
Penfield. Mrs. W. A. (see Pearson, 
Suela)
Penitentiary, Iowa State, 
adm inistration of. 305-316 
classification system in, 312 
conditions in, 309, 310, 313 
entertainm ent in, 314 
guards at. 309
Guthrie, Edwin, as warden of, 191 
Havnes, G. C., as warden of, 305- 
316, 330-336 
inmates of, 332, 333 
library in. 335 
plant of, 335 
school in. 310 
visitors at, 315 
w arden of, 191, 805-316 
work in, 331
Penner, Andreas, mention of, 379 
Penology, G. C. H aynes’ theories of, 
330-336 
Pennsylvania,
Mennonites in, 377 
National Guard in. 212 
Pennsylvania (battleship), use of, as 
landing-field. 150-152 
Pennyroyal, wild, mention of, 237 
P. E. O. (society),
change of, from campus to city or­
ganization, 92
INDEX 413
chapters of, 93 
donation from, 327 
educational work of, 90, 98 
executive offices of, 96 
first State chapter of. 94 
founders of. 85-90, 98, 112 
founding of, 85-98 
Grand Chapter of, 93, 94 
home for, 97, 98 
insignia of, 89 
magazine published by, 94 
membership of, 92, 93 
Memorial L ibrary honoring founders 
of. 96, 97 
nature of, 91 
organization of, 93, 94 
rivalry of. with I. C. Sorosis, 91, 92 
P. E. O. Beginnings, by F rances  E.
J ack , 85-98 
P. E. O. Record, 
editors of. 94, 95 
publication of. 94 
Peoples Party, ticket of, 272 
Peppermint, 
use of, 304 
wild, 237
Perryville (Mo.), battle at, 210 
Pershing, John J„  report of, 221 
Peter Rice, by B. L. W ic k , 204-206 
P e t e r s e n , W il l ia m  J.. Remember 
Pearl Harbor. 33-46 
P et e r so n , H arold D„
Mail TF<w Late, The, 47-56 
Wahkonsa, 121-135 
Peterson, James, 
mention of, 272 
office of. 264 
trip  of, 264
Peterson, Peter, mention of, 206 
Peugeot, racing car, 388 
Peyton. Henry C., in jury  of, 324 
Phi Beta Kappa, D. W. Morehouse 
member of, 341
Philippine Islands, service of two Mac- 
A rthurs in, 210, 211, 217 
Physicians,
dentistry work by, 303 
scarcity of, 298 
Pi Beta Phi (see I. C. Sorosis)
Pioneers,
Gage’s, Frances D., comment on, 31, 
32
resourcefulness of, 298 
Pirates
activities of. 185-188 
booty of, 187, 188 
capture of. 187, 188 
Pittsburgh (Iow a), change of name of, 
67
Plover, mention of, 231 
Plows, improvements on, 254 
Plums, mention of. 231 
Pocahontas County, description of, 
230-238
Poland-China hogs, popularity of, 260
Politics. G. C. H aynes’ interest in, 308 
Polk County Agricultural, H orticul­
tu ra l and Industria l Association, 
land owned by, 262 
membership of, 262 
Popular Astronomy, 
article in, 365, 366 
biographical sketch in, 346 
Porter, Asbury B., Representative, 57 
Portland (Van Buren Countv), road 
to, 63
Poston, W. H., defeat of, 272 
Potawatomi Indians,
relief expedition accompanied by, 
117
visit of, 287
Potter, H. C., medical practice of, 167 
Power, Albert, Congressional Medal 
awarded to, 195
Power of Words, The, by Mark Twain, 
224-228
Poweshiek (Ind ian  chief), 
fraud charged against, 288 
mention of. 291 
speech of, 296
Poweshiek County, incident in, 175, 
176
Prairie, description of, 230-238 
P rairie  chickens, mention of, 231 
P rairie  City, location of, 159 
P rairie  Club (Des Moines), member of. 
347
P rairie  fires, hardships due to. 233, 234 
Prairie Homesteading, by Matie L.
T u rn er  B a ily , 229-238 
P ratt, Captain, mention of. 285 
P ratt, John G., prisoner of war, 284 
Presbyterian Sunday School, Jansen 
children at, 379
President Grant (transpo rt), voyage 
of. 215, 320
President of the United States, offer 
of, for Indian lands, 291. 292, 295 
Presidio, The (prison new spaper), 
editorial in, 315, 316, 336 
editorial staff of, 311 
H aynes’, G. C.. review of work in, 
311, 315, 330-335 
Printing,
agreement on, 271 
allocation of. 265 
friction because of, 265-271 
Prisoners,
allowance of. 310




Haynes, G. C., respected by, 316 
housing of, 313 
movement of. 284 
privileges of, 309 
release of, 310
term reductions for, 310, 311 
unrest of, 309
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Prophet (In d ian ), speech of, 294 
Prussia, Mennonites from, 374 
Psychologist, use of, in prison, 312, 
313
Pulver, Altha, m arriage of, 169 
Pulver, Daniel, occupation of, 168 
Pulver, Irm a (Mrs. Jay  McCoy), home 
of, 168
Pulver, William,
daughters of, 168, 169 
home of, 168
Pulver house (V andalia), represen ta­
tive pioneer home, 168, 169 
Purgatory  Slough, mention of, 230 
Putzborn (F rance). G. C. Havnes at, 
327
Quail, mention of, 231 
Quincy, change of name of, 159 
Quinton, Richard, Representative, 57
R. M. S. Aurania  (boat), voyage of, 
320
Rabbits, mention of, 231
Radeke, F rank  O.. 20, 21. 22
Radiators, designs for. 257
Raeder, Ole Munch, travel notes of, 26
Railroad car brake, patent on, 258
Railroads, offers of, 377
Rainbow Division,
formation of. 212, 213, 214, 320 
Haynes. G. CL, in. 307 
M acArthur, Douglas, in, 209-223 
Rankin. Allen, comment of, 386, 387 
Raub, D. Christian, experiment of, 258 
Real estate, G. 0. H avnes’ experience 
in. 308
Recreation field, 
building of, 310 
use of, 310
Red-chaff, bearded wheat, 261 
Red Oak, fire team of. 275 
Red Oak Grove, road through, 63 
Red Rocks, line through, 297 
Red Top band, mention of, 122 (see 
also Sisseton Sioux Ind ians)
Redman, creeks near, 24, 25 
Reed. George W., honors to, 202 
Reeves, Mrs. W inona Evans, P. E. O.
Record edited by, 95 
Reform school movement, T. E. Cork- 
hill’s activity in, 88 
Religion, in Union army life, 7 
Religious societies, incorporation of, 66 
Remedies, types of. 303, 304 
Remember Our Heroes, by J acob A. 
S w i s h e r , 189-203
Remember Pearl Harbor, by W il l ia m  
J . P e t e r s e n . 33-46 
Republicans,
feud of, with Democrats. 265 
votes for, 282, 286
Rice, Merton S., club membership of, 80 
Rice, Peter,
characterization of, 207, 208
coming of, to Iowa, 205 
employment of, 205 
m arriage of. 205, 206 
slave days of. 204, 205 
stories about, 205-207 
Richards, Mrs. Siddie F., activity of, 95 
Richey, Mae, mention of, 181 
Richey, W. T., 
fru it farm  of, 179 
fru it selling route of, 184 
Rickenbacker, Eddie, 
accident of, 392 
car of, 388 
comment of. 386 
headquarters of, 385 
kitten of, 389 
prize of, 394
race of, 381, 383, 388-394 
sweepstakes victory of, 392 
Rickenbacker Wins, bv Reeves Hall, 
381-394
Rifenbary, Mr., mention of, 54 
Rifle, improvement of, 256 
Riley, Charles J., inquiry of, 322 
Rim aucourt (F rance), Iowa troops at, 
216, 321
Rising Sun (Polk County), name of, 
67
Rising Sun (Van B uren County), 
change of name of, 67 
Roads, F ranc (Mrs. S. C. E lliott), 
activities of. 88, 89 
m arriage of, 88 
P. E. O. founded bv. 85 
picture of, facing 88 
Roads, early statutes on. 62-64 
Robb, W infred E., Distinguished Ser­
vice Cross awarded to, 199, 200 
Robbins, Charles A., patent application 
of. 257
Roberts, Benjamin Stone, 
commendation of, 192 
law practiced by, 191, 192 
m ilitary service of, 190, 191, 192 
Roberts, Thomas, killing of, 141 
Roberts, William, shooting of, 140 
Robertson, Joseph M., Representative, 
58
Robinson, Hugh, aviator, 155 
Rogers. Mrs. Effie Hoffman, P. E. O.
Record edited by, 94, 95 
Rogers, Oscar W., activities of, 74, 77 
Rogers, W. J„  club membership of, 74 
Rolampont (F rance), troops at, 321 
Rolla (Mo.), regiment at. 282 
Romanelli, Joseph M., honors to, 203 
Rose. J. Holland, home of, 348 
Rose, Jim, mail carried by, 160 
Ross, Henry, m ilitary activity of, 2 
Ross, Lloyd D.,
Distinguished Service Cross aw ard­
ed to, 199, 200 
service of. 216, 218, 219 
Rotarv Club (Des Moines), member of, 347
INDEX 415
Rowan, Andrew Summers, D istin­
guished Service Cross awarded to, 
198
Ruff, C. F., claim adjuster, 291 
Rundgren, O. H., w arran t issued to, 
268
Russell, Eliza J., m arriage of, 229 
Russia,
Mennonites from, 373, 374, 376 
Mennonite settlement in, 374-375 
Ruston, W. O., activities of, 74, 77 
Rutabagas, planting of, 233
Sage, H. A., store of. 17 
St. Louis (Mo.), headquarters in, 306 
St. Louis convention, Peter Jansen del­
egate at. 380
St. Louis Exposition of 1904, exhibition 
at. 278
St. Mihiel (F rance), 
battle at, 218, 219 
mention of. 328 
Salem, inventors at, 255 
Saloon licenses, renewal of, 267, 268 
Salt Creek, mention of, 24 
Sansbury, Dr. Marvin O., comment bv, 
349, 350
Santa Fe Railroad, offer of, 377 
Sauk and Fox Indians, 
debts of, 289, 290 
hunting on lands of, 287 
money distributed to, 288 
poverty of, 288 
squandering by, 289 
Sauk Indians, predicament of, 287 
Savidge. Matt, special race of. 384 
Saybrook (Conn.), native of, 284 
Schofield Barracks (H aw aii), activity 
at, 33
School, pioneer, 99-110 
Schoolhouse, country, description of, 
99, 100
Sciville, George, mention of, 186 
Scott County, 
ferry in. 64
men from, in w ar zones, 45 
reports of farmers from, 259 
vote of, on convention, 250 
Seashore, Carl E., 
schooling of, 101-110 
teaching service of, 100, 101, 107- 
109, 112
Sea sh o re , Carl E„ The District 
School, 99-110
Seashore. Gilbert, activity of, 109 
Second Battalion. 168th U. S. In fan ­
try,
at Governor’s Island, 215 
new commander of, 325 
Second Iowa Infantry , men from, 214 
Second Regiment. Iowa National 
Guard, G. C. Haynes’ service in, 
307, 318, 319
Secretary of State (Iow a), election re ­
sults delivered to, 282, 286
Secret societies for girls, 91 (see also 
P. E. O.. and I. C. Sorosis)
Selfridge Field (San Francisco), a ir ­
plane from, to ship, 150-152 
Settlers, number of, 289 
Sewing machines, improvements on, 
255
Shankland, F rank S., school taught by, 
162
Shaw, Dora, in P. E. O., 93 
Sheep, popularity of, 260 
Shepard, Charles, prediction of, 241 
Shingles, new method for, 258 
Shoes, care of, 235 
Shotguns, improvement of. 256 
Shrunk. W. J„  
car of, 388 
race of, 388-393 
Shultz, E. R„ mention of. 381 
Sickness, care during, 298-304 
Sidominadota (Ind ian  chief, also 
known as Two Fingers), 
depredations by band of, 114, 117, 
124
m urder of. 119, 123, 129 
raid of, on white settlers, 124 
Sisseton Sioux headed by, 114 
Sigma Xi, D. W. Morehouse member 
of, 341
Singer, Isaac M., work of, 255 
Sioux City,
automobile race at, 381-394 
conditions in, in 1861, 137, 138 
fire teams of, 275 
firemen from, 273
protection of. against Indian attacks, 
136-144
Sioux attacks on citizens of. 141 
Sioux City Automobile Club, 382 
Sioux City Cavalry, organization of, 
143
Sioux City Frontier Guards, 
disbanding of. 143 
equipment of, 142, 143 
expeditions conducted by, 138-142 
officers of, 138 
organization of, 136-138 
Sioux City Frontier Guards, by C. Ad­
dison  H ic k m a n , 136-144 
Sioux City Journal, report of, 385 
Sioux City Tribune, comment of, on 
war spirit, 39
Sioux Indians (see also Sisseton Sioux 
Ind ians),
account of, in W ebster Countv, 121- 
135
attacks of, on white settlers, 140, 
141, 144
New Ulm attacked by. 144 
relations of, with white settlers, 130 
Sisseton Sioux Indians (see also Sioux 
Ind ians),
band of, in upper Des Moines Val­
ley, 122-135 
m araudings of, 115
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relations of. w ith white settlers, 123, 
124. 127-135
Sixth Iowa In fan try . E . C. Haynes 
member of, 306, 317 
Sixteen Mile Slough, mention of, 230 
Skating, facilities for, 314, 315 
Skunk River, dams authorized in, 67 
Slayton, Myrtle, m arriage of, 341 (see 
also Morehouse, Mrs. Daniel W alter) 
Slick, Sam, Connecticut peddler, 253 
Sloughs, names of, 230 
Sm art, Josiah, duties of, as in terpreter, 
291
Smead, Simeon, Representative, 57 
Smith, Conrad, land of, 22 
Smith, Mary, in P. E. O., 93 
Smith. Max, activities of, 169 
Smith, William R .t 
activity off 138
membership of, in F rontier Guards, 
142
speech by, 139, 140 
Smith, William S., device of, 258 
Smithland. Ind ian  activities at, 140 
Sm ith’s Mills, location of, 64 
Smyth, Father, chauffeur of, 153 
Snake bites, remedy for, 304 
Snakes, mention of, 232 
Snow, drifting  of, 234 
Snyder, Charles E., work of, 45 
Soap Creek, mill on, 287 
Sociologist, use of, in prison, 312, 313 
“ Soddy” , w arm th of, 234 
Solar Eclipse, study of. 345 
Soldier Vote, Collecting the, by J ob T.
Turner, 282-286 
Soldiers, plundering by. 283 
Soldiers’ Aid Societies, 85, 86 
Soldier’s life, picture of, 3-15 
Sorghum, use of. 235 
Southampton (E ngland), Iowa troops 
at, 216, 320 
South Dakota,
Mennonite settlement in, 374 
Morehouse, D. W., in, 338 
race track in, 382 
Spanish-American W ar,
Haynes, G. 0., in. 307, 318 
Haynes, H. 0., in, 318 
Iowa hero in, 196, 197 
M acArthur, A rthur ( I I ) ,  in, 210, 
211
Sparks, Thomas, 
activity of, 119 
mention of, 117
Spautz, Mathew S., D istinguished Ser­
vice Cross awarded to, 199 
Spencer, H erbert, comment by, 337 
Spencer Reporter, comment of, on 
World W ar I I , 44 
Spirit Lake, cavalry at, 144 
Spirit Lake Massacre, 
factors in. 119, 132 
pursu it of Indians in, 133, 134 
Umpashota’s rôle in, 132, 133
Sports, program  for, 310 
Springer, Francis,
Council service of, 58 
speech by, 245, 246 
Stafford, Charles L., 
address by, 97 
mention of, 90
Stafford. Mrs. Charles L., activity of, 
96, 97 (see also Allen, M ary)
Stanley, Claude M., 
promotion of, 325 
service of, 219, 223
Stanton, Edwin M., orders from, 284, 
285
State Auditor, G. C. Haynes as, 308 
State F air Grounds, soldiers at, 320 
State Firem en’s Association (see F ire ­
men’s Association, State)
State H istorical Society of Iowa, publi­
cations of, 371
Statehood, debate on, 242-251 
State University of Iowa, 
cooperation of, 312 
Haynes, E. C., at, 306 
orchestra of, 314
work by graduate students of, 312, 
313
Stateville (111.) C o r r e s p o n d e n c e  
School, courses from, 311 
Steam boilers, improvements in, 258 
Steam engine, mention of. 255 
Steamboats, use of, for p ira tes’ plun­
der, 187, 188 
Steers, use of. 260 
Stewart, Ella,
activities of, 87, 88 
birth  of, 87 
death of, 87
P. E. O. founded by, 85, 87 
picture of, facing 88 
Stockard, Mrs. V irginia Cottey, school 
founded by, 98
Stoddard, William H., slave befriended 
by, 205
Stone River (T enn .), battle at, 210 
Stone sawing mill, patents for, 257 
Stony Point, picnic at, 269 
Storekeeper, pioneer. 158-174 
Storm Lake, Mennonites at, 378 
Story Countv, Norwegian settlement in, 
298
Stoves, experiments on, 258 
Strawberries, wild, 231, 237 
Street, Joseph M., mention of, 297 
Street, Mrs. Joseph M., land given to, 
297
Stringer, Mel, race of, 388-390 
Study club (see Historical and L iter­
ary Club, W est Union)
Study Club for Men, A, by W alter  H. 
B e a l l , 73-84
Sturgis. P. F., activities of, 74, 77 
Stutz, H. J., protest of. 393 
Stutz, racing car, 388
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Summerall, Charles P .( orders from,
2 2 1 . 222
Summers, Laurel, report of, 261 
Sunbeam, racing car, 388 
Surgical instruments, lack of improve­
ment on, 256 
Swamps,
description of. 230, 231 
flowers of, 231
Swan, Chauncey, charges against, 68, 
69
Swedish settlement (D ayton), educa­
tion in. 99-110
Sweet, William, mention of, 231 
Swisher, Jacob A.,
From Ship to Shore, 145-157 
Good Soldier. A, 317-329 
Legislation in 1842, 57-69 
Mac Arthur and Iowa Troops, 209- 
223
Remember Our Heroes, 189-203
Taft, William Howard, Peter Jansen ’s 
acquaintance with, 380 
Talley, Isaac, military activity of, 2 
Talley, Sarah E., m arriage of, 3 
Talmadge, Charles H., activities of, 74, 
77
Tama County, creeks in, 24, 25 
Tara, railroad junction, 55 
Taxes, levying of, 249 
Taylor, Anna, in P. E. 0 .. 93 
Taylor, Robert Eugene, honors to, 203 
Teachers, salaries of, 31, 100 
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also Bayou Teche)
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extraction of, 302, 303 
preservation of, 303 
Telescope, making of, 345 
Teraberry, Hazel B., Grandma's 
Wooden Sow, 175, 176 
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tour of, 326 
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Thompson, Anna, mention of, 300 
Thompson, Ellen, mention of. 300 
Thompson, Enoch, children of. 300 
Thompson, George, mention of. 300 
Thompson, Mrs. Hnaver, kindness of. 
300
Thompson, Marv. mention of. 300 
Thompson family, mention of, 169 
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Medal awarded to, 196
Tiger lily, mention of, 231 
Timber, lack of, 232 
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ed to. 201 
service of. 219
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Medal awarded to, 196 
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by J ohn Ely Briggs, 111, 112 
Train, description of, 285 
Transportation, method of, 282 
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description of. 286 
wounded on, 286 
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signing of, 126, 297 
terms of, 126, 297
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Troublesome Creek, naming of, 24, 25 
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characterization of. 239 
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capture of. 222 
explosion at, 326, 327 
Tumbleweeds, burning of. 234 
Turkeys, purchase of, 314 
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age of. 236 
assistance of, 238 
death of. 238
Turner, J ob T., Collecting the Soldier 
Vote, 282-286 
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of guards, 309 
of prisoners, 309
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United States P a ten t Office.
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U niversity Church (Des Moines), D.
W. Morehouse a member of, 347 
University Club (Des Moines), D. W.
Morehouse a member of, 347 
University of California, D. W. More­
house at, 341 
University of Chicago,
Morehouse, D. W., at, 340, 341 
professor of, 367
Upton, Emory, m ilitary command of, 8
Van Antwerp, Ver Planck,
comment bv, on statehood, 250 
newspaper work of, 247 
Van Buren, W. E., club membership of, 
79
Van Buren County, vote of, on conven- 
 ^ tion. 251
Van Horn family, mention of, 169 
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capital site near, 164, 165 
Cavett. J . I., in, 160, 170-174 
Civil W ar activity in, 165
description of, in 1878, 159, 160
founding of, 159
Fourth  of Ju ly  celebration at, 165, 
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government of, by township, 166 
mail service to, 160 
names of, 159, 160 
physicians in, 167 
pioneer schoolhouse of, 161, 162 
post office abandoned at, 167 
postm aster of. 160 
Pulver house in, 168 
railroads lacking in, 163, 164 
Vandalia Visitor, 
circulation of, 167 
publisher of, 167
Vandenburg, change of name of, 67 
Vermillionville (L a .), mention of, 283 
Vernon, W alter N., mention of, 156 
Villisca, victory of, 278 
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Vocational train ing, program of, 311, 
312
Von Rolf, Theo, club membership of, 
79. 80
Voorhees, Albert, prisoner of war, 285 
Voorhees, Dan, Ind iana  statesm an, 285
Waggoner, Jacob, mention of, 19 
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^387, 388, 389
W agner family, mention of, 169 
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birth of, 121
description of, 127, 132, 134 
father of, 121
friendship of, with James Williams, 
126-128, 135
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sacre, 133 
mention of, 125 
name of, 121. 122
Wahkonsa, bv Harold D. Peterson, 
121-135
W ahkonsa House (Fort Dodge), nam­
ing of. 131
Wallace, W. H., Council service of, 58 
Wapello (Ind ian  chief), 
fraud charged against, 288 
monument for, 297 
W apsipinicon River, dam on, 67
W ar (see also Pearl H arbor a ttack), 
declaration of, 319 
Iowa heroism in, 189-203 
Warden Haynes, by Fred E. Haynes, 
305-316
Warden’s Theories, The, by Fred E. 
Haynes, 330-336
W arner and Swasev, equipment from, 
366
W arrensburg (N. Y.), T urner family 
from, 229
W ashington (D. C.), 
headquarters in, 306 
Jansens at, 375
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Washington County, vote of, on con­
vention, 251
Washington Evening Journal, comment 
of. on World W ar II , 44 
Washington M anufacturing Company, 
incorporation of, 66 
W ater lily, mention of. 231 
W aterman, H annibal H., 
daughter of, 19 
home of, 16 
tenant of, 16 
W atertown, ferry at, 64 
Watson, Win, racing time of, 382 
Waveland Park, observatorv in, 347, 
359, 362, 363, 365
Waverly Independent, comment of, on 
World W ar II , 42 
Webb, Mrs. E. 0.,
coming of, to Iowa, 161 
recollections by, 161, 162 
Webster County. Sioux in, 121-135 
Webster County Museum, relics in, 135 
Weld, Oliver. Representative, 57 
W entworth, Luther, invention by, 257 
West. Cyrus, distinction of, 194 
West Dayton (later D ayton), 54 
West Liberty, 
road from. 63 
team of. 278
West Union, Historical and Literary 
Club of, 73-84
Western City (W ashington), road 
through, 63
Westport, road through. 63
Wetmore, H. A., race of, 384, 388. 389
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sowing of, 260 
types of, 259, 261
Wheel cultivating plow, patent on. 254 
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minority of, 245
nominations by, for local offices. 247 
opposition of, to convention, 245 
Whisky,
abundance of, 287 
effects of, 288 
law on, 288 
sale of, 287, 289 
use of. 304
Whitaker, John M., Representative, 57 
White, racing car, 388 
White lead, new process of, 258 
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church near. 378 
Whitmore, F. Y., activities of, 74 
W ic k . B. L.. Peter Rice, 204-206 
Wilcox, Howard, race of. 383, 388-394 
Wild game, names of, 231 
Wild rose, mention of. 231 
Wilken, Alt C., Distinguished Service 
Cross awarded to, 199 
Wilkinson, George A., Distinguished 
Service Cross awarded to, 199, 200
Williams, F rank L., Distinguished Ser­
vice Cross awarded to, 199, 200 
Williams, Greeley B., honors to, 203 
Williams. James,
activities of, at Fort Dodge, 125 
friendship of, with Wahkonsa, 126- 
128. 135
Williams, Mrs. Lulu Corkhill, activity 
of, 97
Williams, William, 
children of, 125 
coming of, to Fort Dodge, 125 
family of, 125 
historical writings of. 128 
quotation from, 124, 134 
Williams. Mrs. "William, mention of, 125 
Wilson, Alice, in P. E. O., 93 
Wilson, Ben H ur, activities of, 371 
W il s o n , B e n  H ub ,
Daniel Walter Morehouse, 337-350 
Morehouse Comet, The, 351-358 
Municipal Observatory, The, 359-369 
Wilson, Earle W.. Distinguished Ser­
vice Cross awarded to, 199, 200 
Wilson, George A., proclamation of, 
concerning war, 35, 36 
Wilson, H. S., 
mention of. 272 
office of, 264
Wilson, Paton, Representative, 57 
Wilson, Robert, device of, 258 
Wilson, Woodrow, Peter Jansen’s ac­
quaintance with, 380 
W inchester (E ngland), Iowa troops at, 
215. 216, 320
Wjndflower, mention of. 231 
Winnebago Indians, visit of, 287 
W inter, hardships of, 234 
W interset News, comment of, on World 
W ar II , 41
W introde, John H., Distinguished Ser­
vice Cross awarded to, 199 
W ishart, Spencer, 
car of, 383. 388 
choice of, by gamblers, 385 
death of, 394 
protest of. 393 
race of. 381, 388-394 
time trial of. 383
Wishecomaque (Indian chief), 291 (see also Hardfish)
Witmer, 0. C., aviator, 155 
Woevre (F rance), attack at, 219 
Wolf, Max, mention of, 345 
W onderberrv. mention of. 232 
Woolson, Carrie, in P. E. O., 93 
Wooster children, mention of. 300 
World W ar I,
Haynes. G. C.. in, 320-329 
humorous incident of. 326 
Iowan among first Americans killed 
in, 197
pilot ace of, 386
W right County, agricultural society of, 
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Wyckoff. C. M., racing plan of, 381
Yates, Captain, mention of. 321 
Yates settlement, location of, 47 
Yellow dent corn, growing of, 261 
Yellow puccoon, mention of, 231 
Yerkes Observatory, D. W. Morehouse 
at. 341, 352
Youde, Charles, mention of, 19, 22
Youel, Jim, visit of, to Iowa penitenti- 
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Young, C. M., m ilitary activity of, 6 
Young, D. W., sermon by, 21 
Young Ladies Seminary (M ount Pleas­
a n t) , Helena Jansen  at, 379
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